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Press Note  

 Mumbai, June 12, 2019 

 
Siemens builds 9000 HP propulsion system to boost Indian 
Railways’ electrification, haulage capabilities 
 

• The propulsion equipment is completely designed, built and manufactured in India  

• The high-power equipment will improve haulage capabilities, average speed and 

utilization of rolling stock assets 

 

Siemens is equipping Indian Railways 9000HP electric locomotive with the first indigenously-designed 

and produced integrated propulsion system and steel tank transformer. This propulsion system is 

uniquely designed to suit requirements of the 9000HP locomotive. Indian Railways is upgrading its 

electric locomotives from 6000HP to 9000HP as part of its rail electrification initiative.  

 

Siemens is supplying high power traction converters, motors, drive systems and steel tank 

transformer, which will be part of the propulsion equipment for 9000HP freight and passenger 

locomotives. These locomotives will boost the haulage capacity of Indian Railways by around 50%, 

thereby improving average speed and utilization of rolling stock assets. The advanced technology 

aims to save traction energy cost, thereby reducing fuel expenses and carbon emissions. Chittaranjan 

Locomotive Works (CLW) has pre-commissioned this indigenous 9,000HP electric locomotive and 

trial runs will commence soon. 

 

“This important milestone is a step towards fulfilling Indian Railways’ vision of complete electrification, 

enhanced haulage capability and building high-technology systems in line with the Make in India 

initiative,” said Tilak Raj Seth, Executive Vice President and Head, Mobility, Siemens Ltd. 
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Follow Siemens India on Twitter: www.twitter.com/siemensindia 

 

Siemens Limited focuses on the areas of power generation and distribution, intelligent infrastructure for buildings and distributed energy 

systems, and automation and digitalization in the process and manufacturing industries. It is also a leading supplier of smart mobility 

solutions for rail and road transport and infrastructure solutions for Smart Cities. Siemens Limited, in which Siemens AG holds 75% of the 

capital, is the flagship listed company of Siemens AG in India. As of September 30, 2018, Siemens Limited had Revenue of INR 12,293 

crore and 9,452 employees. Further information is available on the Internet at www.siemens.co.in. 

 

Forward-looking statements: “This document contains forward-looking statements based on beliefs of Siemens' management. The words 

'anticipate', ‘believe’, ‘estimate’, ‘forecast’, ‘expect’, ‘intend’, ‘plan’, ‘should’, and ‘project’ are used to identify forward looking statements. 

Such statements reflect the company's current views with respect to the future events and are subject to risks and uncertainties. Many 

factors could cause the actual result to be materially different, including, amongst others, changes in the general economic and business 

conditions, changes in currency exchange rates and interest rates, introduction of competing products, lack of acceptance of new products 

or services, and changes in business strategy. Actual results may vary materially from those projected here. Siemens does not intend to 

assume any obligation to update these forward-looking statements.” 
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